7/30/20 - MFG OutLoud Episode #22
SteamChain: Machinery as a Service 
The next step in advanced manufacturing.
(with Special Guest - Michael Cromheecke)

Michael Cromheecke is co-founder of SteamChain where they’re accelerating and transforming manufacturing through machinery as a service (MAAS).
 
SteamChain harnesses machine performance data to reimagine how manufacturers and end-users collaborate, invest, and grow. SteamChain enables original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) expand their revenue and profitability by deploying Machine as a Service solutions to their customers.
 
Spending 17 amazing years at Rockwell Automation set him up to make some real waves in the advanced manufacturing space. And the fact that he’s so damn smart doesn’t hurt either. 
 
Seriously people, prepare for brain burn! (the good kind)
 
What a privilege to have you with us today on MFG OutLoud!
 
Let’s dive into another courageous conversation!
 
Subscribe
Apple | Spotify | Google | YouTube
4 Quick Things from this Episode
What is Machinery as a Service and how does SteamChain fit in? 
How MASS can help manufacturers grow their top and bottom-line 
Obstacles and cost model 
Several real life examples of SteamChain at work and BIG RESULTS 
 
 
Enjoying the show? Please leave us a review here. Even one sentence helps. It’s feedback from Manufacturing All-Stars like you that keeps us going!
 
Tweetable Quotes
“Taking what used to be a bureaucratically complicated thing to deploy and boiling it down to a more feasible and reasonable system to employ.” –Michael Cromheecke 
“Machinery-as-a-Service reduces risk and increases accountability and profitability.” –Michael Cromheecke 
“How that machine runs day one and the economic value it creates over the lifecycle of the asset may not be aligned—instead, create the opportunity to contract on the outcome, as opposed to contract for the delivery of the machine.” –Michael Cromheecke 
“Collecting the data is only step one. The next step is to use the data to improve how people are incentivized and how they work together over the lifetime of the asset.” –Michael Cromheecke 
 
 
 
Recommended Resources from this Episode
Real Life SteamChain Success Stories
6 Big Losses of Equipment-Based Productivity in Manufacturing


Thank you for listening and hanging out with us.
Keep manufacturing out loud! We need you. 


Connect with Michael Cromheecke
LinkedIn | Twitter | Web
 
 
Connect with Allison DeFord
LinkedIn | Twitter | Web
 
 
Connect with Ray Ziganto
LinkedIn | Twitter | Web

